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Highlights 37 
• The fundamentals of the 3-step MMC PHA production process are well established 38 
• Technical-economic analysis and LCA of 3-step PHA production process are promising  39 
• Novel approaches are under investigation with focus on not fermented feedstock  40 
• Integrating PHA production in wastewater treatment facilities is feasible 41 
• A viable chain between PHA producers and stakeholders has to be established 42 
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Abstract 81 
Polyhydroxyalkanoates (PHA) are biodegradable polyesters that can be produced in bioprocesses 82 
from renewable resources in contrast to fossil-based bio-recalcitrant polymers. Research efforts 83 
have been directed towards establishing technical feasibility in the use of mixed microbial cultures 84 
(MMC) for PHA production using residuals as feedstock, mainly consisting of industrial process 85 
effluent waters and wastewaters. In this context, PHA production can be integrated with waste and 86 
wastewater biological treatment, with co-current benefits of resource recovery and sludge 87 
minimization. 88 
Over the past 15 years, much of the research on MMC PHA production has been performed at 89 
laboratory scale in three process elements as follows: (1) acidogenic fermentation to obtain a 90 
volatile fatty acid (VFA)-rich stream, (2) a dedicated biomass production yielding MMCs enriched 91 
with PHA-storing potential, and (3) a PHA accumulation step where (1) and (2) outputs are 92 
combined in a final biopolymer production bioprocess. This paper reviews the recent developments 93 
on MMC PHA production from synthetic and real wastewaters. The goals of the critical review are: 94 
a) to highlight the progress of the three-steps in MMC PHA production, and as well to recommend 95 
room for improvements, and b) to explore the ideas and developments of integration of PHA 96 
production within existing infrastructure of municipal and industrial wastewaters treatment. There 97 
has been much technical advancement of ideas and results in the MMC PHA rich biomass 98 
production.  However, clear demonstration of production and recovery of the polymers within a 99 
context of product quality over an extended period of time, within an up-scalable commercially 100 
viable context of regional material supply, and with well-defined quality demands for specific intent 101 
of material use, is a hill that still needs to be climbed in order to truly spur on innovations for this 102 
field of research and development. 103 
 104 
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1. Introduction   107 
Polyhydroxyalkanoates (PHA) are completely biodegradable polyesters that can be biologically 108 
produced from renewable resources in contrast to most oil-based production of biologically 109 
recalcitrant thermoplastics. The most common PHA are poly(3-hydroxybutyrate), and poly(3-110 
hydroxybutyrate-co-3-hydroxyvalerate), (P(3HB) and P(3HB-co-3HV), respectively). These 111 
materials are thermoplastic polyesters with comparable mechanical properties to those of 112 
conventional oil based polymers such as polypropylene and polyethylene [1]. The current PHA 113 
price depends on monomer composition and it is usually higher for the copolymers; overall, it 114 
ranges from 2.2-5.0 €/Kg [2-4], which is less than typical range of 10-12 €/Kg reported from the 115 
beginning of the last decade [2].  Notwithstanding the burden of costs and environmental impacts of 116 
plastic trash, the current PHA prices are not deemed to be commercially competitive with respect to 117 
conventional petroleum-based polymers, which typically cost less than 1.0 €/Kg [2].  118 
In order to provide a commercial entry of PHA based bioplastics in substitution to the established 119 
classical plastics, it is often expressed that the production methods of PHA must become cheaper. 120 
Strategies to improve the production economy have included the development of open mixed- 121 
instead of pure-culture methods, and the utilization of perceived low or negative cost, waste or 122 
residual feedstock that do not compete with primary food crops [5]. Downstream processing costs 123 
for PHA recovery from biomass plays a pivotal role in the PHA manufacturing process with respect 124 
to material quality, application opportunity, and, in following, its market value [6].  Different types 125 
of PHAs offer distinctly different material properties and this also factors into a range in scope of 126 
engineering applications and within that spectrum, different regional and niche business models. 127 
PHA are part of the key carbon transformation products occurring during biological wastewater 128 
treatment by activated sludge. Dynamic conditions, such as those caused by discontinuous feeding 129 
regimes and/or alternate redox conditions (anaerobic/anoxic/aerobic), applied in a variety of process 130 
configurations can be used to promote for the enriched presence PHA-storing microorganisms in 131 
activated sludge biomass [7]. Given the wide spread utilization of activated sludge in water quality 132 
management services and the fact that PHA storing organisms are naturally present in such 133 
bioprocesses, much of the MMC PHA research and development has gravitated around biological 134 
wastewater treatment with the use of process residuals, wastes and wastewaters. This synergy of 135 
service and by-product generation is anticipated to be a logical means to decrease both CAPEX and 136 
OPEX costs.  For example, in comparison to pure culture PHA production, MMC PHA methods are 137 
simpler and less costly since sterile conditions and infrastructure for an axenic bioprocess are not 138 
required. Also, PHA are recognised as key platform chemical raw materials within bio-refinery 139 
frameworks of bio-based schemes [6,8]. In particular, in wastewater and solid waste management, 140 
PHA production via MMC represents an opportunity for recovering raw wastewater organic carbon 141 
by means of biological treatment [9], converting traditional end-of pipe waste treatment into an 142 
opportunity for residuals bio-refineries [10]. 143 
Over the past 15 years fundamental insights on MMC PHA production have come from laboratory 144 
scale research, and this research has been typically focused on three different biological process 145 
elements of a so-called three-step process [11-13] (Figure 1). More recently, efforts have been 146 
devoted to the implementation of such a 3-step process at pilot scale, by the integration of MMC 147 
PHA production to wastewater treatment in different process configurations, and with the potential 148 
concurrent benefits of sludge minimization [14], and/or process water quality management [15,16]. 149 
The results of this process integration are a benefit of joining essential regional services of waste 150 
management with outcomes of bio-based resource generation [17].  151 
This review aims to a) outline strengths and weaknesses of the three-step MMC process, and b) 152 
examine methods and opportunities for integrating PHA production with municipal and industrial 153 
wastewater treatment infrastructures. A section dedicated in focus of review to the fourth process 154 
element of PHA recovery techniques from MMC is also provided. The properties of PHAs and their 155 
potential applications are beyond the scope of the present work, but the interested reader may refer 156 
to recent publications [1,18]. Downstream processing and PHA recovery are principal factors 157 
influencing polymer properties (physical-chemical, thermal, rheological and mechanical). These 158 
properties can strongly affect processing and application challenges and opportunities, wherein 159 
production costs versus material value are ultimately judged in commercial business models. The 160 
specific nature of the application of the PHA as platform chemicals or bioplastic ingredients will 161 
influence the business case to justify the needed capital investments for the material commercial 162 
supply. A range of specialized niche and/or high-end product applications may well support a 163 
higher cost for these bio-based polymers within specific, and hoped for, regionally driven circular 164 
economies supporting renewable resource value chains. 165 
 166 
FIGURE 1 167 
 168 
2. State of the art  169 
2.1 The typical three-step process for MMC PHA production: strengths and weaknesses 170 
The MMC three-step process presented in Figure 1 could be achieved through a variety of different 171 
bioprocess configurations. Flexibility exists to achieve the same principles of bioprocess selection 172 
pressure with adaptations depending on the type of wastewaters, flows and concentrations, effluent 173 
water quality demands, and the already existing infrastructure. However, the key feature of the 174 
three-step bioprocess is the step of PHA accumulation (process element 3) and this process element 175 
requires two essential raw ingredients:  176 
1) feedstock rich in readily biodegradable organic matter, including but not limited to an  industrial 177 
or municipal effluent is required.  This feedstock is most preferably dominated by volatile fatty 178 
acids (VFA) and the VFA content may be maximized by an acidogenic fermentation of this raw 179 
feedstock (process element 1); 180 
2) MMC biomass with significant PHA accumulation potential is required. This PHA-181 
accumulating MMC can be enriched within and produced through a dedicated organic carbon 182 
removal bioprocess such as activated sludge (process element 2) whose feedstock may or may 183 
but does not have to be the same as used for process element 3. 184 
 185 
Feedstock and the acidogenic fermentation step (Process Element 1):  186 
Unlike glucose-based pure culture PHA producing processes, VFAs have been shown to be the 187 
preferred substrates for MMC PHA production, since they are readily made available and they are 188 
efficiently converted into PHA [19]. Hence, the main requirement for any potential feedstock is that 189 
it should to be easily fermentable such that VFA in total soluble COD (Chemical Oxygen Demand) 190 
dominates.  A high VFA/COD quotient enables to achieve high conversion rates and yields of COD 191 
to PHA. VFA production via acidogenic fermentation helps to convert more complex organic 192 
streams, containing carbohydrates, lipids and proteins, into a more chemically uniform influent 193 
MMC processes converting soluble COD to PHA. Methanogenic activity should be prevented by 194 
using low SRT, low temperature [20], low pH [13], or a combination of these different approaches. 195 
Moreover, operating parameters of fermentation (HRT, SRT, pH, temperature, OLR) have to be 196 
tuned in order to maximize the VFA conversion yield and to specify the VFA composition.  VFA 197 
composition determines the PHA monomers. For example, VFA with odd versus even chain lengths 198 
influence the balance of hydroxybutyrate and hydroxyvalerate in the PHA copolymer [14,21], and 199 
the balance of these monomers strongly influences the polymer physical/mechanical properties 200 
[1,22]. Furthermore, the ratio of C:N in the fermented feedstock ratio affects the strategy for 201 
optimization of selection and accumulation steps (as discussed later). Therefore, the quality of the 202 
raw feedstock with respect to both fermentable COD and nutrient composition are considerations 203 
with bearing on the opportunities and challenges of an MMC PHA supply approach with available 204 
regional organic residuals as raw materials. A wide range of feedstock have been tested and 205 
evaluated for PHA production (Table 1). Many of these sources have been specifically investigated 206 
in the context of the three-steps of process elements reported in Figure 1; however, other forms of 207 
non-fermented but readily biodegradable organic carbon may be used to produce enrichment 208 
cultures or to accumulate PHA in a biomass. For example, methanol in pulp and paper mill foul 209 
condensate, a mixture of ethanol, glycerol, esters and fatty acids in biodiesel wastewater [46], 210 
glycerol [47] and hardwood spent sulfite liquor (HSSL) from pulp industry [38], have also been 211 
demonstrated to be feasible for biomass enrichment and PHA production. In these cases, the process 212 
configuration did not include a fermentation process element, and a substrate of quite complex 213 
composition was directly used for both MMC selection/enrichment and accumulation process 214 
elements.  215 
For most substrates, the basal ubiquity of acidogenic fermentation in natural environments makes it 216 
possible to establish engineered but open process conditions towards the high VFA conversion rates 217 
and yields. Typically, acidogenic fermentations are undertaken in continuous flow in order to allow 218 
for the anaerobic mixed culture to become established with steady acclimatized conditions. In 219 
continuous chemostat experiments, both Bengtsson et al. 2008 [48] and Albuquerque et al. 2007 220 
[26] found that HRT and pH affect the resulting effluent VFA composition: even though acetate 221 
was the predominant product, relative concentrations of propionate increased with increasing HRT 222 
and pH; on the other hand, increased relative production of butyrate and valerate was observed at 223 
lower pH. Biofilm systems can be used instead of suspended growth reactors because the former 224 
reduces the process sensitivity to upset due to shock loading and biomass washout.  Fermenters are 225 
sensitive to upsets that cause a loss of biomass due to the low biomass yields. A packed-bed biofilm 226 
reactor (PBBR) with highly porous alumina-based ceramic cubes as packing material was 227 
developed for a very efficient fermentation of olive oil mill effluents [20], with a small fraction of 228 
substrate (around 8%) converted into biogas and cellular growth. The role of temperature and OLR 229 
on VFA production yield and mixture composition were also studied [49] and the highest yields 230 
were achieved at 25°C, with inlet COD of 17 g/L and OLR of 13 gCOD/L·d. About 66% of influent 231 
COD was converted into VFA, with acetic, propionic and butyric acids relative composition of 232 
56%, 22% and 14% (COD basis) dominating the VFA mixture. 233 
Regional sourcing, of raw materials to make VFA rich feedstock, is a real practical challenge for 234 
implementation of MMC PHA production value chains. VFA sources can be costly to transport if 235 
they are dilute, and other considerations are required to manage by-products of fermentation if 236 
semi-solid feedstock are being fermented to supply a soluble VFA rich stream for PHA production.  237 
The feedstock used for biomass production (process element 2), does not have to be the same as the 238 
one used for PHA accumulation (process element 3) [14,15].  Therefore as will be discussed further, 239 
“low value” feedstock can be a carbon supply for biomass production and more “value added” 240 
fermented feedstock can be applied to maximize the conversion of VFA into PHA.  In these cases, 241 
it may become a question of economy and/or environmental impact whether or not to move the 242 
biomass to the VFA feedstock supply or to move the VFA feedstock supply to the PHA-243 
accumulating biomass [17]. In addition to these more holistic questions of water quality, bioprocess, 244 
technology, environment, social and economic factors, contextual regional features need to be 245 
evaluated with perspective of scaling up and growth in supply of raw materials and polymers for 246 
commercial markets.  One site for MMC PHA production may not suffice the economies of scale 247 
for PHA recovery, and so the regional catchment for organic residuals becomes a critical question 248 
for investors. Some of the already investigated, or similar interesting, agro-industrial feedstock for 249 
PHA accumulation are only seasonally available and/or they currently compete with established or 250 
evolving residual valorisation routes including but not limited to green energy production. The 251 
interdependence of raw material suppliers, technology providers and investors creates for a complex 252 
social landscape to implement PHA value chains. Challenges are due to perceived risks in a 253 
chemical building block that is clearly a step up on the value pyramid, but continues to live more on 254 
anticipation in the future rather than on existing and established market demand. First 255 
implementations in coupling of upstream raw material organic residuals to downstream PHA-based 256 
products and services within fledgling commercially viable regional settings are most likely to 257 
define the principal technical bottle necks that are needed to improve economic or environmental 258 
performances. These bottle necks are where innovations and developments in organic feedstock 259 
management and bioprocess design, operations and control will be most critical to improve in order 260 
to advance the social and economic development of the PHA route to residual COD circular 261 
economies. VFA production and supply is at the base of the opportunities for innovation in process 262 
even if fermentation is an age-old process.  Developments and advancements in selective VFA 263 
extraction methods are likely to become increasingly more sought after.  264 
 265 
TABLE 1 266 
 267 
Enrichment biomass production (Process Element 2) 268 
The PHA-storing MMC is typically produced by exposing the biomass to cyclic conditions of feast 269 
and famine, where a readily biodegradable organic carbon source is strategically engineered to be 270 
made alternately abundant or scarce at different times or locations within the bioprocess. Hence, 271 
populations of species of microorganisms, that comprise the biomass, have to adapt to survive and 272 
grow with cyclical lack of externally available organic substrate (famine), and compete on the short 273 
occasions when external organic substrate is made available (feast). When periods of famine are 274 
relatively long with respect to feast, bacteria decrease expression of enzymes that are important to 275 
cell growth.  If organic substrate then becomes suddenly available, those populations of species of 276 
bacteria that can assimilate the carbon source most rapidly have competitive advantage in the 277 
biomass.  Rapid assimilation external organic substrate by intracellular storage of PHA is a 278 
common competitive strategy of many species of bacteria when metabolic pathways for active 279 
growth are shifted down. Stored PHA can be used as internal organic substrate during periods of 280 
famine for energy and growth, and so those populations of species of bacteria expressing the PHA-281 
storing phenotype become enriched in presence over time in dynamically fed bioprocesses [11,50].  282 
Selected examples (Table 2) of experimental conditions that are discussed in this review, show 283 
repeated examples for successful outcomes for MMC biomass production with PHA-storing 284 
phenotype enrichment.    285 
 286 
TABLE 2 287 
 288 
The feast-famine (FF) MMC selection has been investigated repeatedly at laboratory scale in 289 
sequencing batch reactors (SBRs), due to simplicity of operation and ease of process control. SBRs 290 
can also mimic the hydraulic mixing model of continuous flow processes, such as an ideal plug 291 
flow or tanks in series or contact-stabilization configurations with biomass recycle. Continuous 292 
flow configurations are likely be more applicable at full scale [14]. Indeed, continuous activated 293 
sludge processes are also applicable [24,61] as long as principals of a repeated cyclic FF regime are 294 
imposed. The FF approach has been applied to the treatment of different industrial effluents, such as 295 
pulp and paper mill effluent [24], olive mill wastewater [30], molasses [26], cellulose-acetate fibre 296 
manufacturing [63], and palm oil mill effluent [64].  297 
Feast and famine environments have been also created under alternating aerobic [14,35,36], anoxic 298 
[21,65-67], and anaerobic conditions [68], making it technically feasible to consider opportunities 299 
for integrating the ideas of biomass selection and production to a wide range of existing 300 
infrastructures for wastewater treatment, including even municipal wastewater treatment [36].  301 
The production of PHA in aerobic mixed culture is the most typically investigated and it remains as 302 
perhaps the most straight forward scheme for the selection of PHA producing biomass: activated 303 
sludge subjected to well-engineered aerobic dynamic feeding (ADF) can be made to accumulate 304 
high relative amounts of PHA. The increasing body of experience expressed in the literature over 305 
the past decade has led to ideas in development of other approaches for selection in which PHA-306 
storing biomass was constrained by additional and case specific needs of regional context (type of 307 
available wastes and seasonality) [20,23,40] or due to practical challenges in general for waste 308 
disposal (primary and waste activated sludge) [35]. Further, increased attention has been dedicated 309 
to the connections between process performance and associated implications for the final 310 
marketable product. For one noteworthy example, Duque and co-workers [23] demonstrated the 311 
feasibility of PHA production with different available feedstock through the year, specifically sugar 312 
cane molasses (SCM) and cheese whey (CW) produced by two Portuguese industries.  Feasibility 313 
was examined in terms of process operational stability and the resultant polymer characteristics. 314 
Even if the shifts due to seasonality of the feedstock were found to result in parallel shifts polymer 315 
product type, a two-fermented feedstock mixture was suggested as a strategic approach to 316 
continuously produce a specific polymer with a targeted specification in alignment with 317 
downstream product quality and market requirements. 318 
Another emerging solution for PHA production by integrating biowaste treatment is the use of 319 
primary and/or activated sludge, which is an overly abundant source of organic waste that currently 320 
commands significant costs in management and disposal. Sludge has been widely considered in 321 
connection to anaerobic digestion for reducing disposal costs but its potential towards PHA 322 
production has been more recently demonstrated [33]. By using ADF approach, Morgan-Sagastume 323 
et al. (2010) [35] obtained a culture enriched in PHA-storing organisms by SBR process methods 324 
with high OLR (6.0 gCOD/L d). PHA was produced from fermented waste activated sludge 325 
(WAS) pre-treated via high-pressure thermal hydrolysis (HPTH). Overall, PHA production was 326 
demonstrated to be reproducible and consistent for culture selection, storage capacity and polymer 327 
properties, notwithstanding room for improvement related to PHA content and the process 328 
productivity.    329 
Anaerobic-aerobic cycling for PHA-storing biomass enrichment has also been applied to the 330 
treatment of VFA-rich synthetic wastewaters [68-70], municipal wastewater [33], fermented 331 
primary sludge [33], phosphorus-poor fermented food waste centrate [71], and fermented sugar 332 
molasses [28]. Anaerobic feast, with aerobic famine, selects for MMC rich in a more specialized 333 
ecology of glycogen-accumulating organisms (GAOs) that are able to accumulate PHA from excess 334 
VFA, under anaerobic conditions and use internally stored glycogen, generated aerobically from 335 
PHA, as reducing energy source. Rhu et al. (2003) [71] described a selected culture with high 336 
storing potential, although the PHA content ranged from 0.20 to 0.60 of cell dry weight. In the work 337 
of Coats et al. (2007) [33], the selected community exhibited a behaviour that was different 338 
compared to typical expectations; a simultaneous substrate consumption and PHA storage occurred 339 
in the aerobic phase, instead of the anaerobic phase. The selected microbial community was able to 340 
store approximately 0.53 PHA on cell dry weight. Just the same, the full potential of the GAO 341 
strategy has not yet been well explored. Bengtsson et al. (2010) [28] found similar storage 342 
performance to ADF systems (in terms of rates and yield) and the production of additional 343 
monomers usually not produced by ADF cultures (3-hydroxy-2-methylbutyrate 3H2MB, 3-344 
hydroxy-2-methylvalerate 3H2MV and 3-hydroxyhexanoate 3HHx).  These findings suggest that 345 
anaerobic-aerobic enrichment systems can be a viable alternative to ADF bioprocess methods, with 346 
significant implications on both polymer productivity and novel niche material properties [22,28].  347 
More recently, anoxic-aerobic cycling (anoxic feast) has been applied to the treatment of nutrient-348 
rich wastewaters from a sugar-beet factory [15], in which case nitrification, denitrification and 349 
phosphorus removal were successfully achieved alongside FF for the selection and growth of PHA-350 
storing microorganisms.  Thus in the management of a factory process effluent nitrogen, a biomass 351 
was produced with potential to accumulate up to 0.60 gPHA per cell dry weight. Following similar 352 
process configuration, Basset et al. (2016) [72] developed a novel scheme for the treatment of 353 
municipal wastewater integrating the selection of PHA-storing microorganisms under 354 
aerobic/anoxic conditions with nitritation/denitritation. The selection of PHA storing biomass was 355 
successful and internally stored PHA drove denitritation in the famine phase; however, in this 356 
particular study the non-VFA soluble COD was considered to have negatively affected the biomass 357 
PHA storage potential in the accumulation stage. 358 
The performance of the biomass enrichment depends on several factors such as the sludge retention 359 
time (SRT) [65], organic loading rate (OLR) [26,51], feast-to-famine ratio and frequency 360 
[56,58,73], temperature [56], and substrate composition [74]. Even though a comprehensive multi-361 
parametric model to predict the performance of the selection step has not yet been established, rules 362 
of thumb are increasingly applied with replicated success suggesting for robustness in practical 363 
engineering and implementation of biomass production for MMC PHA. As an example, it is largely 364 
recognized that a low feast-to-famine or feast-to-aerobic (reaction) ratio plays a central role in order 365 
to obtain selection of a MMC with significant PHA storage capacity [13]. On average, the existing 366 
body of literature supports experience of sufficient selective pressure for ADF PHA-storing biomass 367 
production with feast-to-aerobic reaction cycle time ratio of 20% or less; an increasing feast phase 368 
length has been associated to experiences of unstable or poor selection outcomes. The recent pilot 369 
test examples have shown the feasibility of FF approach with different type of process 370 
configurations, achieving a sustained biomass selection with a feast phase length equal to 13% [14] 371 
and 5% [16] of the overall aerobic phase. 372 
 373 
PHA accumulation (Process Element 3) 374 
The methods of enrichment biomass production will influence the strategy and outcomes of PHA 375 
accumulation. A wide range of biomass PHA contents from approximately 0.20 to 0.75 376 
gPHA/gVSS (Volatile Suspended Solids) or TSS (Total Suspended Solids), have been reported in 377 
the literature.  These results are drawn from a wide spectrum of applied VFA-rich streams and 378 
biomass sources. Overall, a PHA content of between 0.45-0.55 gPHA/gTSS appears consistently 379 
achievable using real VFA-rich waste/residual streams with open, mixed microbial cultures. To 380 
date, the highest biomass PHA content has been with open enrichment cultures operated to be 381 
dominated by Plasticicumulans acidivorans [52,56] with 0.89 or 0.77 PHA contents established per 382 
the cell dry weight by using pure VFAs or regionally sources residual fermented VFA-rich 383 
feedstocks, respectively. Such high PHA content levels resemble those obtained at industrial scale 384 
with the pure cultures of Cupravidus necator, and the extent of open culture biomass 385 
functionalization supports the efficacy of the open culture MMC approach to renewable resource 386 
generation. The operating bioprocess recipe allowing to select specifically for a Plasticicumulans 387 
acidivorans dominated community was a short SRT (1 day), a cycle length/SRT ratio equal to 2.0 388 
and a temperature of 30 °C [52], with an inoculum sourced from  the aerobic activated sludge from 389 
the 2nd aerobic stage of Dokhaven WWTP in Rotterdam, The Netherlands. Perspective for industrial 390 
competitiveness suggests that a biomass PHA content slightly above 0.40 gPHA/gVSS begins to 391 
become commercially viable for PHA recovery [75]; however, other important productivity-related 392 
performance parameters have to be taken into account, such as PHA storage yields (gPHA produced 393 
per gCOD substrate consumed), PHA storage rates (gPHA per gram active biomass per hour) and 394 
PHA productivities (gPHA/L·h or gPHA/gVSS·h), which are also frequently reported in the 395 
literature (Table 3). 396 
 397 
TABLE 3 398 
 399 
PHA accumulation bioprocesses entail disposing a biomass to conditions of extended feast.  Feast 400 
stimulates for precursor production and polymerisation, ideally with little to no concomitant PHA 401 
consumption.  Accumulation can be achieved by a range of processes and methods that address 402 
factors such as manner of substrate input and/or influent water quality modulation. The 403 
accumulation of PHA has been generally conducted in batch or fed-batch mode with single or 404 
multiple substrate input events. In laboratory scale experiments, nutrient supply (nitrogen and/or 405 
phosphorus) is usually constrained with respect to organic mass input in order to minimize the onset 406 
of active biomass growth during the process of polymer accumulation. Nutrient starvation has 407 
generally been found to lead to higher saturation levels of PHA content in the biomass [53,76]. On 408 
the other hand, imposing nutrient starvation or limitation during the accumulation could require that 409 
the feed composition is adjusted differently for the selection (where nutrients should not be 410 
limiting) and the accumulation step.  Such nutrient content modulation may be costly to implement 411 
practically at full scale with regionally available organic residuals as raw material feedstock. If 412 
nutrient starvation/limitation is not imposed during the accumulation process, one might anticipate 413 
that the final PHA content in the biomass will be less than it could be; as the biomass shift up in 414 
growth metabolic activity, given a sustained supply of organic substrate and associated nutrients, 415 
both PHA storing as well as flanking populations of bacteria are anticipated to increase in active 416 
biomass [25]. Notwithstanding, the literature suggests that new biomass growth during 417 
accumulation can sustain PHA storage activity [50]. Recently, an accumulation method, based on 418 
feed-on-demand with targeted levels of nutrient limitation, was shown to offer a strategy to obtain 419 
higher PHA volumetric productivity than accumulation process methods applied with nutrient 420 
starvation [78].  Optimal ranges of N and P levels (N/COD in the range 2.0-15.0 mg/g, and P/COD 421 
0.5-3.0 mg/g) were considered to offer consistent improvement of PHA productivity (gPHA/L·d). 422 
Productivity increase was due to active biomass growth of the PHA-storing biomass, without risk 423 
for growth response overtaking storage response. In addition, with or without nutrient loading, the 424 
biomass consistently accumulated similar and significant levels of PHA (nominally 0.60 425 
gPHA/gVSS). This finding means that the accumulation process production rates for MMC may be 426 
sustained long after a saturation PHA content is achieved.   Active biomass growth was interpreted 427 
to have been largely restricted to the PHA-storing phenotypic fraction of the mixed culture.  428 
Manipulation of the supply of nutrients with respect to constrained organic carbon supply (feed-on-429 
demand) has been shown to be a means unto itself for selection of a PHA storing biomass [79,80]. 430 
If methods of organic carbon supply can constrain the active growth to the PHA storing biomass 431 
even in the presence of nutrients, then accumulation processes may be possible using a very wide 432 
range of fermentable argo-industrial organic residuals which are most often far from being nutrient 433 
limiting. These findings in turn suggest that the integration of MMC PHA production with 434 
wastewaters is readily feasible within a diversity of situations concerned with environmental 435 
engineering and pollution control through the common infrastructure of wastewater and sludge 436 
management utilities. 437 
 438 
2.2 Mass balance assessment of a three-step MMC PHA process 439 
Next to the obvious quest to reach higher maximum PHA biomass content (which impacts directly 440 
on extraction costs), other important parameters to evaluate PHA production performance are PHA 441 
yields on substrate (which impacts on the amount of substrate needed), PHA storage rates and 442 
process volumetric productivity.  The more PHA that can be produced and recovered within given 443 
process volumes and times will naturally influence the capital investment economies, and in turn, 444 
the price that the polymer product has to bear.  445 
Figure 2 shows the detailed technical analysis of the three-step process derived from the theoretical 446 
study of Gurieff and Lant (2007) [81].  This work considered best laboratory scale results and 447 
practices at that time using synthetic feedstock as substrates. Under the assumptions of this case 448 
study, MMC PHA production by the three-step process was suggested to be a viable biopolymer 449 
production methodology, and an efficient industrial wastewater treatment technology.  PHA 450 
production compared competitively against a benchmark of biogas production for both financial and 451 
environmental performances. The PHA production process from MMC was also considered to be 452 
economically viable in comparison to pure culture methods of PHA production. However, a large 453 
potential for optimization in financial and environmental costs were considered to be due primarily 454 
to energy demands for downstream polymer recovery. Energy consumption is naturally the largest 455 
contributor to the process OPEX and environmental impact. In recent years, efforts have been 456 
devoted to increasing fundamental know-how with scaling up methods and processes and several 457 
initiatives at the time of writing this review have been in progress at pilot scale, targeting 1.0 458 
kgPHA/d or more (See for example [14,16]). 459 
Mass balances indicate that biomass production (Process Element 2) can be a weakness of the three-460 
step process when both the biomass and the PHA are produced with the same feedstock over a 461 
range of organic loads. Indeed, in the case study from Gurieff and Lant 2007 [81], the biomass 462 
production step accounts for 49% of the overall COD demand, 78% of oxygen consumption and 463 
100% of dilution water consumption. Dilution water was included because the biomass production 464 
was modelled to be operated at relatively lower OLRs versus PHA accumulation (1.9 vs 6.7 and 41 465 
kgCOD/m3 d). Accordingly, the selection reactor represents 56% of the bioreactor process volume, 466 
which increases to 76%, when fermentation volumes (Process Element 1) are bundled with the 467 
Process Element 2 volumes.   468 
 469 
FIGURE 2 470 
 471 
One needs to consider the overall storage yield of the process (yield of produced PHA on total 472 
consumed substrate). Assuming a storage yield for the accumulation step as high as 0.82 473 
gCOD/gCOD, the true storage yield for the whole three-step process decreases to 0.34 or 0.42 474 
gCOD/gCOD when considering either the total influent COD or the removed COD, respectively.  475 
As reported in Table 4, the projections assumed by Gurieff and Lant (2007) [81] have been recently 476 
fulfilled with wastewaters as substrates. However, as a general trend, storage yields of the overall 477 
three-step process are never more and often less than 50% of the storage yield during the 478 
accumulation steps. Process upstream steps may also have a strong impact on overall PHA 479 
productivity. Assuming a very high PHA productivity in the accumulation step of 19.4 kg 480 
PHA/m3·d, the overall PHA productivity decreases to 0.89 kg PHA/m3 d when the volumes of both 481 
aerobic reactors are considered, and to 0.52 kg PHA/m3·d when the volumes of both anaerobic and 482 
aerobic reactors of the all three process elements are considered. 483 
An obvious strategy to minimize this volumetric impact would be to operate the MMC selection 484 
step at a higher OLR (so that less or no dilution water is needed) in order to decrease the selection 485 
reactor volume and increase productivity. The effect of OLR on the selection step was investigated 486 
by Dionisi et al. (2006) [51] in the range 8.5-30 gCOD/L·d by varying the substrate concentration, 487 
and by Villano et al. (2010) [54] in the range of 8.5-40 gCOD/L·d by varying the SRT (or cycle 488 
length). In both cases, a detrimental effect on the storage ability of the selected MMC was observed 489 
as the OLR was increased. The loss was due to a decrease of both observed biomass yield and 490 
specific substrate uptake rates, which in turn caused an increase in the feast-to-famine ratio. 491 
Notwithstanding this outcome, the MMC still maintained a storage ability of up to 25.5 gCOD/L·d 492 
and the PHA volumetric productivity (by considering selection and accumulation steps) increased 493 
from 0.07 to 0.12 gPHA/L·h when the OLR increased from 8.5 to 25.5 gCOD/L·d, due to the 494 
increase of biomass productivity or cell density in the reactor. 495 
It has been observed that pH-control strategy in the enrichment/selection reactor may strongly affect 496 
the PHA volumetric productivity [29], due to an impact on the biomass productivity; SBR operation 497 
with pH control at 8.0 led to twice the biomass concentration (up to 8.0 g VSS/L, at an applied OLR 498 
of 3.3 gCOD/L d) as compared to operation without pH control (pH changing between 8.0-9.0); pH-499 
control was without any loss in the specific PHA storage efficiency and thereby twice the 500 
volumetric PHA production rate resulted. The limited biomass growth at higher pH level was 501 
suggested to be due to a shift in the microbial community.   502 
With reference to the example of Figure 2 [81], it is possible to decrease the volume of the selection 503 
reactor by one order of magnitude and to increase the PHA productivity. On the other hand, the 504 
yield of PHA on substrate was low (around 0.10 gCOD/gCOD) and, most important, the PHA 505 
content in the biomass was much lower (around 0.25 gPHA/gVSS) than the PHA synthesis 506 
saturation level (or cell extant maximum storage capacity). Hence, in this case PHA content needs 507 
to be increased (at least doubled) and/or significant advancement has to be found for the polymer 508 
recovery step. 509 
Regarding the storage yield, it is emphasized that calculations with respect to the substrate 510 
consumed in the accumulation stage only, and on the VFA fraction in the feed instead of total 511 
soluble COD used, can be misleading. In this case, yields of PHA from fermented wastes are 512 
actually overestimated, and comparable to those obtained using more ideally prepared and defined 513 
VFA mixtures (0.4-1.0 gCOD/gCOD) [30,62]. Considerably lower values (0.07-0.16 gCOD/gCOD) 514 
were obtained when considering the amount of total COD consumed [32,43].  Therefore, 515 
compounds other than VFA may be consumed without contributing to PHA storage while they still 516 
may bring costs due to, for instance, raw materials management logistics, oxygen consumption or 517 
downstream effluent polishing. It is of primary practical relevance to understand the resource 518 
conversion into product with respect to the entire three-stages of bioprocess, as an amount of PHA 519 
produced per unit of raw waste material treated. This yield drives, in part, the economy in 520 
understanding the real value of the raw materials for the process and the justification of investments 521 
towards scaled-up and integration within a specific residuals to products context.  Technical 522 
feasibility lending promise of converting an organic residual into a biopolymer is insufficient in 523 
scope for scale up justification.  The research literature unfortunately is filled too much with 524 
promise and too little with justification. The socio-economic context, the quantity and security of 525 
source of supply, the long term reliability in quality of the recovered product, biobased value chain 526 
stakeholder relationships, and perhaps even the specific cradle to grave application of the polymer 527 
are likewise rich in academic and practical details necessary to motivate real world MMC PHA 528 
implementations. Insights and working examples supporting justification are still lacking in practice 529 
and in substantive coverage in the literature.  Insight and concepts of true justification are all too 530 
often outside of the horizon and scope of vernacular of those engaged in the fundamental and 531 
technical challenges associated with demonstration of promise. 532 
 533 
TABLE 4 534 
 535 
Biomass productivity is as important as PHA volumetric productivity [29,51,54].  PHA productivity 536 
is defined as the amount of polymer produced per units of reactor volume and time (gPHA/L·h). 537 
This parameter is coupled to the active biomass concentration in the reactors and the biomass 538 
specific storage rate (gPHA per gram active biomass per hour). The latter is frequently reported in 539 
the literature for both selection and accumulation stages; however, only the accumulation stage 540 
specific rates are typically used to determine the PHA volumetric productivity.  The PHA 541 
volumetric productivity is often less than, or equal to, 1.0 gPHA/L·h, with exception of values 542 
recently published by Oehmen et al. (2014) [29]. Even if PHA productivity is a parameter of direct 543 
fundamental and practical importance, it is rarely reported. As with all things, the advancements 544 
would be helped by a common basis to understand steps in progress, wherein polymer productivity 545 
is calculated with respect to the cumulative reactor volumes and at least with respect to the volume 546 
of the biomass production and PHA accumulation process elements [51,54,58]. A common 547 
benchmark, in terms and units, is unfortunately still not common in the MMC literature, especially 548 
with regard to the use of wastewater as feedstock. Therefore, perspective for the three-step MMC 549 
bioprocess implementation viability remains to be established with greater clarity.  550 
 551 
2.3. Evolution from the three-step process to integration with wastewater treatment 552 
The analyses of the typical three-step approach reveals that upstream process elements of 553 
acidogenic fermentation and biomass production are in themselves demanding processes, relative to 554 
the third element of polymer production. Surprisingly, even though common feedstock for MMC 555 
PHA production are wastes and wastewaters, the consideration of water quality improvement 556 
demands and efficiencies is not always taken.  557 
Tamis and co-workers (2014) [16] advanced a three-step MMC PHA production process from 558 
industrial wastewater (Mars, Veghel, the Netherlands) developed for pilot scale and operated under 559 
the less well-controlled and variable real-world influent conditions compared to typical laboratory 560 
scale fundamental studies.  The MMC biomass was dominated by Plasticicumulans acidivorans, 561 
the same organism as enriched in laboratory cultures [52,56], selected in SBR under F/F approach 562 
(cycle12 h, SRT 24 h). The culture was able to accumulate 0.70 gPHA/gVSS; however, for 563 
successful integration of waste-based PHA production into industry, the authors maintained 564 
consideration for a need for a treated effluent, in accordance with the factory final discharge water 565 
quality legal agreements. Based on the residual COD in the final effluent, it was proposed to further 566 
manage the PHA process effluent COD concentration with an aerated post treatment unit operation. 567 
At the same time, the authors dosed the inhibitor allylthiourea (ATU) to manage nitrification 568 
microbial activity and these practices at pilot scale are unlikely to be suitable means at larger scale.  569 
In the advancements of the technology to pilot case studies the full and realistic context of 570 
implementation methods become paramount.  Adjunct process for effluent water quality 571 
management can add significant challenge and cost in the balance of the techno-economic 572 
evaluation, wherein successful outcomes of PHA production is, in itself, interesting promise but 573 
insufficient information.  The Mars pilot plant evaluation gave a process storage yield (including 574 
anaerobic pre-treatment, enrichment and accumulation steps) of 0.30 gCOD/gCOD; this 575 
performance was correlated to the fermentate VFA fraction (around 0.64 COD basis). A higher 576 
VFA level, simultaneously to the repression of ethanol formation, was identified a factor towards 577 
increasing overall storage yields and bioprocess performance.   578 
New strategies are being proposed where upstream steps of PHA production are seamlessly 579 
integrated into wastewater treatment frameworks, in which PHA production can offer collateral 580 
benefits to the traditional needs and demands for wastewater treatment. In principle, the question 581 
arises whether the selection step is needed or is already good enough to be able to exploit the 582 
surplus waste activated sludge. Arcos-Hernandez et al. (2013) [82] developed ideas from activated 583 
sludge harvested from an existing full-scale municipal treatment plant that could directly store PHA 584 
with an overall storage yield of 0.25 gCOD/gCOD and this was comparable to expectations for a 585 
combined selection and accumulation steps.  Even though the final biomass PHA content was low 586 
(0.26 gPHA/gVSS),  the recovered PHA, was of high purity and exhibited thermal characteristics 587 
similar to other published values. The aerobic storage response of activated sludge has been 588 
identified by Carucci et al. (2001) [83], as consequence of dynamic conditions, that will anyway 589 
usually occur more or less in activated sludge processes.   If the activated sludge is anyway being 590 
produced as a “waste by-product” to meet demands of environmental protection, the exploitation of 591 
this waste for its harvested value introduces an alternate means to make gains in costs and 592 
environmental impact for PHA production.  Such ideas of gains in form of allocated benefits from 593 
essential services are at the forefront in developments for life cycle assessment methodology [17].  594 
Support for advancing the ideas of direct accumulation is motivated further with outcomes or 595 
process developments that generate higher extent PHA accumulation potential from a harvested 596 
activated sludge.  PHA accumulation potentials in the order of magnitude of 0.5 gPHA/gVSS have 597 
been observed for biomass harvested from full scale activated sludge treatment processes treating a 598 
municipal wastewater (unpublished data). 599 
Therefore, in the scope of existing municipal wastewater treatment infrastructure, a large source of 600 
surplus activated sludge (MMC) biomass is available for which today there is primarily a burden of 601 
cost in the “waste sludge” disposal. PHA production as an alternate route for sludge management is 602 
an MMC route for which volumetric productivity would not include the volumes for biomass 603 
production (process element 2) as these volumes would need to exist irrespectively for essential 604 
services of environmental protection.  If the reliability of those services can be maintained, and the 605 
products are refined platform chemicals of defined quality, then a very interesting synergy of 606 
benefits can be gained.   607 
Valentino et al. (2013) [84] showed that an activated sludge MMC, after a short-term adaptation in 608 
an SBR (2-3 SRTs from start-up), displayed similar performance to a long-term enrichment of a 609 
MMC.  Two separate bioprocess elements for biomass production and PHA accumulation are in 610 
this way not needed.  A single reactor approach may no doubt be further optimized by investigating 611 
SBR start-up over a wider range of typical operating parameters (e.g. OLR, cycle length).   612 
Evaluations were made based on integrating PHA production with municipal wastewater and sludge 613 
treatment, as a part of the European Union project Routes [85]. In contrast to the three-step process 614 
elements, the substrates for the biomass production and the PHA accumulation steps were directly 615 
inserted into the wastewater treatment materials flow and rationale [14,36]. As shown in Figure 3, 616 
the selective growth of PHA-storing organisms is based on a low-strength “poorer quality and lower 617 
value” VFA-poor stream such as municipal wastewater.  A higher quality and higher value VFA-618 
rich stream, coming for example from the acidogenic fermentation of primary sludge, can be used 619 
for the PHA accumulation step.  In this way raw feedstock is utilized towards converted raw 620 
materials and product biopolymers in a more effective way.  The VFA platform chemicals are 621 
directed to PHA and not for MMC biomass production. Moreover, this MMC selection constitutes 622 
the main flow/scheme of the wastewater treatment line so that process element 2 of the typical 623 
three-step approach is directly available due to regional environmental protection needs. 624 
 625 
FIGURE 3   626 
 627 
Experience of producing biomass with significant PHA storing capacity with municipal wastewater 628 
readily biodegradable COD (RBCOD) during the feast was reported in Bengtsson et al. (2012) [86], 629 
and further evaluated in laboratory- and pilot-scale investigations, also with respect to treatment 630 
efficiencies. Valentino et al. (2015) [87] showed that in laboratory-scale SBRs fed with synthetic 631 
wastewater, 90% of COD removal (on average) was achieved with an effluent COD < 30 mg/L, and 632 
TSS < 40 mg/L. A pilot-scale SBR removed 70-80% of COD, 15-30% of TN, and 30-60% of TP 633 
with respect to the incoming primary treated wastewater [14,36]. PHA accumulation batch tests 634 
indicated that the harvested MMC had increased storage capacity with respect to the activated 635 
sludge inoculum, from 0.14 gPHA/gVSS up to 0.39 gPHA/gVSS with synthetic substrate, and 0.38 636 
gPHA/gVSS with fermented sludge centrate. The biomass maintained an increased accumulation 637 
potential over an extended monitoring period perturbed by the typical daily and seasonal variations 638 
in municipal wastewater influent characteristics serving a large urban community. Methods to 639 
improve the accumulation process element outcomes with higher consistent storage responses by 640 
means of influencing the biomass physiological state is part of ongoing investigations [14].  641 
Various approaches of integrating biomass enrichment with wastewater treatment are plausible, 642 
such as anoxic feast and aerobic famine [15,62], which besides allowing for additional nutrient 643 
removal, could also lead to the production of biomass with improved PHA accumulation potential. 644 
At the sugar beet factory (Groningen, the Netherlands), wastewaters are treated in nitrifying-645 
denitrifying SBRs to treat nitrogen from condensates. Organic slippage (COD) in waters coming 646 
from beet washing is the organic substrate used for denitrification. The full-scale SBR was 647 
mimicked at laboratory scale by using the condensate and wash water from the sugar factory. The 648 
laboratory SBRs were operated at high SRT (>16 d, as conventional activated sludge with 649 
suspended biomass) and low SRT (4-6 d, as a hybrid biofilm activated sludge). In both cases, a 650 
biomass with increased storage response was produced (up to 0.60 gPHA/gVSS after 651 
accumulation), while sustaining robust process water treatment for carbon, nitrogen and 652 
phosphorus. Nitrification performance was found to be more robust at low SRT (up to 83% of 653 
soluble nitrogen removal).  A separate factory residual organic stream was shown to be suitable as 654 
feedstock for producing a PHA-rich biomass. The overall objectives of process water quality 655 
management at the sugar factory in synergy with the site residuals valorisation was clearly 656 
demonstrated. 657 
In a following work [62], PHA-storing biomass production and nitrogen removal from sludge reject 658 
waters by aerobic/anoxic FF have been successfully examined in pilot scale reactors fed with 659 
wastewater. The aim was to integrate the conversion of fermented sludge into PHA with nutrient 660 
removal (via nitrite) for a simultaneous reduction of waste sludge and nutrient loads in the WWTP 661 
main line.  A reduction of operational costs by recovering PHA as value added resource was again 662 
proposed. The system was able to achieve a substantial nitrogen removal (up to 80%); moreover, 663 
the authors calculated 36% less oxygen demand compared to the more common three-step 664 
arrangement.  In this way, less electrical energy consumption per unit of PHA produced (23.6 vs 665 
36.7 kwh/kgCODPHA) was estimated to be possible. Energy is the largest contributor to overall costs 666 
and environmental impact for the process [81] making energy demand reduction a universal 667 
optimisation priority.  Many fermented sludge and agro-industrial streams will contain an excess of 668 
nutrients (with respect to nitrogen and phosphorus).  Excess nutrients are a challenge since it can be 669 
more difficult to restrict a biomass to storage rather than an active growth response during process 670 
element 3 operations. Undue COD flux to active growth will reduce the PHA productivity.  671 
Extraction of soluble COD into polymer and biomass production still leaves a nutrient rich effluent 672 
that needs to be managed (with associated cost). PHA selling price is coupled to the downstream 673 
product purification costs, as well as all associated residual management costs for all process 674 
elements. Limiting nutrients during the accumulation process and establishing ideal COD/N/P ratios 675 
for biomass selection, while being of academic interest, may not be a viable luxury in practice in 676 
context of process implementation at full scale with the most abundant regional organic residues.  677 
Therefore, the fundamental research questions posed in the literature will have most impact if they 678 
provide insights that enable the broadest possible scope for MMC PHA production engineering 679 
applications within the existing landscape of the characteristics of real world organic residual 680 
supplies.   681 
   682 
2.4. MMC PHA recovery methods and challenges 683 
The purification methods of PHA from biomass are central to the process economic justification. 684 
The method of choice should naturally procure highest recovery yields with highest purity at 685 
minimal cost [88]. Various technologies for the recovery of PHA from pure culture biomass have 686 
been studied, especially at laboratory scales, and these are described in recent reviews [88-91].  687 
Insights of challenges and advancements are to be understood from the knowledge base represented 688 
by both peer review and patent disseminations.  The requisite level of purity of a recovered PHA is 689 
coupled to the intended use of the recovered polymer.  If the application of the polymer is not 690 
defined a priori, and the materials are to be sold on the open market, then generally the recovered 691 
material quality must be as high as possible. Many publications use only recovered polymer purity 692 
as the yardstick of the method performance. However, if this quality is in excess of needs for the 693 
intended application, then undue costs in recovery are likely to have been expended.  694 
What seems to be generally missed in the published considerations of PHA recovery is that purity is 695 
only one (somewhat misleading) aspect of the product quality.  What should be more widely 696 
understood to be more critical is not the absolute purity, but the consistency of the material quality, 697 
and rather than the purity, the chemical nature of the impurities that are present.   Minor and 698 
sometimes trace kinds of impurities can have significant bearing on material properties that will 699 
limit the use of the polymer due to challenges of material processing and conversion for specific 700 
kinds of applications.  For example, the recovered polymer molecular weight is a material quality 701 
parameter that is an outcome of the process methods for PHA accumulation and polymer 702 
purification. A higher starting molecular weight is often (but not always) desirable for the recovered 703 
polymer depending on the material intent.  Loss of molecular weight during melt processing is 704 
predominantly due to the nature of the trace impurities and is not a property of the polymer itself.  705 
In this context it can be better to have a recovered polymer of lower starting molecular weight but 706 
with high thermal stability than to recover a polymer of higher molecular weight but with very low 707 
thermal stability.  The purity of the former recovered polymer can be lower than the later. Thus, 708 
purity and molecular weight are in themselves inadequate and sometimes meaningless parameters 709 
from which to compare and judge methods of the polymer recovery.  Context is essential. 710 
Two approaches for PHA purification are commonly reported: (1) solubilisation by solvent 711 
followed by precipitation of PHA; and (2) digestion of non-PHA cell mass (NPCM) with chemicals 712 
or catalysts (enzymes) in which PHA is released as a particle and often at least of the NPCM is 713 
digested.  714 
No industrial-scale recovery of MMC PHA exists today.  In the frame of MMC, most studies have 715 
recovered PHA at laboratory scale applying standardized methods originally developed for pure 716 
cultures (chlorinated solvent extraction, followed by alcohol addition for polymer precipitation).  717 
Solvent extraction generally gives a PHA of higher overall purity and higher recovered molecular 718 
weight, but the economy of solvent methods requires the highest possible level of solvent reuse in 719 
order to avoid undue costs and/or environmental impact.  Solvent recovery and reuse may however 720 
demand energy that challenge the method viability in scale up with respect to what the market is 721 
willing to pay for the recovered polymeric materials.  722 
Nevertheless, some methods for MMC PHA extraction without using chlorinated solvents have also 723 
been developed and applied as far as pilot scale. Werker et al. (2014) [92] disclosed a method for 724 
PHA extraction by means of non-chlorinated solvents, specifically using so-called PHA poor 725 
solvents like 2-butanol, and dried granulated PHA-rich biomass with defined particle size 726 
distribution in the range of 0.71-3.15 mm. Dried biomass was loaded into a vessel containing 2-727 
butanol, achieving a PHA-rich solvent concentration of up to 100 gPHA/L. PHA extraction was 728 
performed within a temperature range of 120°C-160°C. After extraction, PHA-rich solvent was 729 
released from vessel and the biomass was mechanically separated from the polymer rich solvent. 730 
The polymer becomes a physical gel in the solvent upon cooling. After gelation, the solvent is 731 
expressed from the polymer by mechanical force and the resulting polymer cake can be further 732 
processed.  Due to the need for higher temperatures with non-chlorinated solvents for extraction, 733 
methods to influence the quality of PHA in the biomass before purification have also been 734 
suggested to be important to the resulting final production quality.  Methods for recovering 735 
thermally stable PHA with reduced loss of molecular mass in the process of extraction from MMCs 736 
have been reported [93]. Recently, Samorì et al. (2015) [94] proposed a double extraction with 737 
dimethyl carbonate (DMC) for the recovery. Even though purity and molecular weight of the 738 
recovered polymer were significant (98% and 1.2 MDa, respectively) and comparable to polymers 739 
from pure culture, the recovery yield was low (around 63%).  740 
Compared to solvent extraction, chemical dissolution of NPCM is suggested to be a means to make 741 
PHA recovery competitive on the market [90]. However, the laboratory scale experiments were not 742 
satisfactory; the proposed alkaline treatment methods (NaOH 1 M) [95] were not found to be 743 
competitive with NaClO treatment, which has been a benchmark approach [88-91]. PHA was 744 
recovered at 87% maximum yield, with a purity of 75% and it was thermally unstable. Consistently, 745 
Gobi and Vadivelu (2015) [96] found that acetone or NaOH treatment was not sustainable, in terms 746 
of recovery and extracellular polymeric substance removal, if compared to NaClO treatment.  747 
Alkaline treatment (0.2 M NaOH) together with surfactant sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS, 0.2 748 
w/v%) on fresh biomass samples, gave a product of high purity (99%), with more than 90% of 749 
recovery [97]. However, the purified PHB was still unstable thermally and unsuitable for 750 
thermoplastic application because the PHB hydrolysis by alkaline treatment caused a molecular 751 
weight decrease.  Most of the lost PHB was the hydrolysed to HB monomer (as previously 752 
demonstrated) [98]. This frame is still pursued, given the reported advantages of alkaline treatment 753 
in terms of economy and environmental impact.  Again the suitability or unsuitability of the 754 
recovered material depends on how it is going to be further valorised downstream.  All applications 755 
do not need a polymer of high purity, high molecular weight and high thermal stability.  Some 756 
applications utilize oligomers or even the monomers as chemical building blocks.  757 
PHA quality for applications might be improved by optimization of time, temperatures, and 758 
concentrations of reagents in the purification steps.  It is noteworthy to mention that conditions 759 
tuned for P(3HB) are not necessarily the same as for P(3HB-co-3HV) due to differences in melt 760 
temperatures, crystallinity, and solvent solubility [92].  Furthermore, MMC PHAs are generally not 761 
expected to be homo-polymers of a P(3HB) or any specific P(3HB-co-3HV) but, rather, a co-762 
polymer blend of P(3HB) and P(3HB-co-3HV) [99].  Therefore, recovery methods need to be 763 
flexible towards conditions that may be readily tuned to a range of polymer types coming from 764 
different organic sources and sites of MMC PHA-rich biomass production [92].   765 
What is less well discussed in the literature concerning MMC PHA recovery is the fate of the 766 
NPCM.  Aqueous methods with thermal and chemical treatments to solubilize NPCM away from 767 
the granules of PHA will tend to release considerable amounts of COD, N and P into the water 768 
phase generating a wastewater.  Sodium hypochlorite oxidation of organic matter can result in the 769 
production of chlorinated by-products that challenged pulp and paper waste management practices 770 
for many years.  The consideration of environmental impact and any burden of cost in treatment of 771 
the chemical sludge and contaminated water from chemical treatment methods are in some ways no 772 
different to the challenges of solvent closure for extraction methods.  Ideally the MMC recovery 773 
methods should produce no waste but offer a means to exploit the captured NPCM biomass protein, 774 
lipid, nutrient and carbohydrate NPCM chemical and energy value as a renewable resource to as 775 
great an extent as possible.  MMC PHA recovery would be, in the best of possible worlds, as much 776 
about being a holistic resource refinery as it is about polymer recovery. 777 
PHA samples extracted from MMC at pilot scale were characterized by Laycock et al. (2014) 778 
[99,100] following developments of PHA recovery methods from MMC [92,93]. However, 779 
experience of consistency and sources of variability for MMC PHA production and recovered 780 
product quality under conditions of routine production is still an uncharted milestone.  The extent to 781 
which a product of consistent quality can be delivered with wastewater as feedstock has not been 782 
proven or refuted even if there is speculation that methods to achieve consistency of product quality 783 
will be a challenge in real world implementations. The thermal, structural and rheological properties 784 
of PHA produced by MMC have been studied in PHA produced from cheese whey permeate [101] 785 
and PHA produced from cheese whey and olive oil mill wastewaters [102]. In addition, Hilliou et 786 
al. (2016) [102] assessed the effects of the recovered PHA residues on properties that were relevant 787 
for the conversion of polymers into packages. It has been suggested that lipids that are co-recovered 788 
with PHA from biomass can be used to advantage as compounded agents  [103].   However, the 789 
wider scope for characterization and development of strategic bioplastic formulations and 790 
downstream applications are limited simply because the amounts of recovered materials, even if 791 
kilograms at pilot scale, are still insufficient to be meaningful in amounts required for the 792 
downstream compounders, converters, and product-market developers.  793 
The commercial developments, that still include fundamental work for insights with PHA recovery 794 
and downstream valorisation methods from MMC, requires a demonstration production scale lying 795 
anywhere from 1 to 100 tons PHA/yr.  Such a scale of production should serve needs of know-how 796 
development of the process industrialization, the material processing to market applications, and, as 797 
well, the entire socio-economic context in relationships between public and/or private stakeholders 798 
representing the material flows, the business developments, and the financial backing.  Unexpected 799 
opportunities from new fundamental insights, and the challenges that will define the showstoppers 800 
to be surpassed by ongoing academic and industry research and development efforts are surely to be 801 
an essential part of a demonstration scale experience. 802 
 803 
3. Conclusions 804 
PHA production using MMC processes represents a paradigm shift to the current practices for 805 
wastewater and regional organic residuals management.  The fundamentals in state-of-the-art of the 806 
polymer production bioprocess in three steps as process elements are well established in the 807 
laboratory and they are becoming established also at pilot scale.  Most of the principal operational 808 
factors have been explored, and preliminary technical-economic analysis and LCA outcomes 809 
continue to motivate interests to seek to apply the fundamental know-how in real world practice. 810 
However, examples of technical feasibility have still not yet really demonstrated the ability of 811 
MMC to reliably produce a polymer in the context of a production facility meeting standards and 812 
demands of product quality day in, and day out. This proof of concept is an anticipated outcome of 813 
several pilot plant initiatives that have been ongoing in Europe.  814 
Evolutions in approaches are advancing with focus on by-passing needs for feedstock fermentation, 815 
the use of different quality feedstock in biomass and PHA production steps, and the combination of 816 
feedstock from a variety or regional origin.  Much recent effort has been towards integrating 817 
treatment of municipal and regional industrial organic residuals as raw materials for the MMC PHA 818 
process elements. An important factor, being exploited towards improving the concept viability, is 819 
the possibility to combine MMC PHA production with wastewater treatment, producing value 820 
added PHA with concurrent benefits of sludge reduction and/or nutrient management.  821 
It is clear that with complex wastewater feedstock for MMC PHA production, augmented strategies 822 
from deepened fundamental understanding are required with respect to processes of biomass 823 
enrichment and the manipulation of physiological state of a biomass with extant PHA accumulation 824 
potential. Any significant improvement in the downstream steps and economy (starting from 825 
conditioning of PHA-in-biomass properties before PHA extraction from the biomass and further) 826 
will give the strongest added value to the process chain.  For the polymer world source of supply is 827 
important and so advancements that expand the potential to widen the scope to source MMC PHA 828 
are of direct benefit to motivate such circular economies.  829 
Ongoing pilot-scale demonstrations are offering an essential experience to produce MMC-based 830 
PHA in quantities to waken interest of value chains and investment within first biobased value 831 
chains.  This is an important step to verify and scrutinize technology process elements, to validate 832 
material flows to marketable renewable resources, and to launch the private and public relationships 833 
that will drive the economic framework.  Ultimately the process element technology methods drive 834 
the downstream flow of raw residuals to products and services from a supply of renewable 835 
resources.  The economy to support investment in that chain flows counter current, upstream, from 836 
the products and services.  Therefore, the economy to support investment in MMC PHA production 837 
is very much connected to the challenge to establish the downstream flow of materials to market – 838 
business to business, and/or business to consumer. 839 
The continued research and development that can support MMC PHA scale up to a commercial 840 
scale of material flows are recommended to include: (1) real world viable examples of material 841 
value chains downstream and stakeholder economies upstream taking residuals to products and 842 
services within well-defined regional socio-economic case studies at a scale of supply of thousands 843 
of tons of PHA per year, (2) demonstration of process and quality assurances with respect to the 844 
residuals management and the recovered polymer for consumers and towards the environment, and 845 
(3) public policy guiding regulatory developments of a bio-based economy wherein a higher price 846 
for renewable materials might be accepted by society given the increasing burden of societal costs 847 
from fugitive losses of plastics that are to be found ubiquitously in the environment today. 848 
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Figure 1. Most applied scheme of the three-step MMCs process 1259 
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Figure 2. Most applied MMC PHA three-step production process and mass balance (example as 1262 
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Figure 3. Novel process scheme investigated in the Routes project 1271 
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Table 1. Possible feedstock for PHA production by MMC (for the simplest case of acetate conversion into PHB, 1.0 Cmmol/Cmmol corresponds to 
1.12 gCOD/gCOD) 
 PHA feedstock Main compounds in 
the feedstock 
Yield of fermentation products  
on carbon feedstock  
Final COD concentration Reference 
Cheese whey Horgs+Ethanol  0.65-0.80 gCOD/gCOD 9.7-13.2 gCOD/L [23] 
VFA 0.75 gCOD/gCOD  ≈7.0 gCOD/L [24] Paper mill effluent VFA+Ethanol 0.60-0.64 gCOD/gCOD 24.0-24.6 gCOD/L [25] 
VFA+Lactate  0.73-0.77 Cmmol/Cmmola n.a [26] 
VFA 0.70 Cmmol/Cmmola n.a [27] 
VFA+Lactate 0.75 gCOD/gCOD n.a [28] 
Sugar cane molasses 
 
VFA 0.70 Cmmol/Cmmola n.a [29] 
VFA 0.22-0.44 gCOD/gCOD  28.0-70.0 gCOD/L [30] 
VFA+Alcohols 0.22 ± 0.01 gCOD/gCOD 
0.22 ± 0.03 gCODR-OHc/gCOD 
33.9 gCOD/L [20] Olive oil mill effluent 
 
VFA 0.42-0.50 gCOD/gCOD  23.0-28.0 gCOD/L [31] 
Mixed food waste VFA 0.36 gCOD/gCOD 11.0 gCOD/L [32] 
VFA n.a 1.5-1.7 gCOD/L [33] 
VFA 0.37-0.50 Cmmol/Cmmolb n.a [34] 
VFA 0.40-0.60 gCOD/gCOD 31.0-40.0 gCOD/L  [35] Municipal wastewater 
VFA 0.20 gCOD/gCOD ≈7.7 gCOD/L [36] 
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Bio-oil VFA +Sugar 
+Aliphatic compounds 
n.a 742.0 gCOD/L [37] 
Pulp industry Lignosulphonates+ 
Xxylose +Acetic acid 
- 202.4 gCOD/L [38] 
Kraft mill Lignin and derivated - 0.54 gCOD/L [39] 
Palm oil mill effluent VFA+Lactic - 41.5 gCOD/L [40] 
Saponified sunflower 
oil 
Palmitic, stearic, oleic, 
linoleic, arachidic acid 
- 4.5-6.0 gCOD/L [41] 
Tapioca starch Mainly acetic acid - 7.0 gCOD /L [42] 
Tomato cannery 
effluent 
n.a. - 3.0 gCOD/L [43] 
Crude glycerol Glycerol - ≈17.0 gCOD/L [44] 
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Bio-oil VFA + Sugar  - 742.0 gCOD/L [45] 
aYield in terms of CmmolVFA/CmmolSugars, bCmol/Cmolbasis, cR-OH: total alcohols 
Horgs. Organic acids, n.a. not available 
 Table 2. Typical operating conditions for selection step in the three-step process. Most data refer to lab-scale investigation  
Carbon Source Process scheme 
SRT 
(d) 
OLR 
(gCOD/L d) 
Cycle 
length 
(h) 
T (°C) pH 
C/Nutrient 
mass ratio 
(COD:N:P) 
Feast phase 
length (%) Reference 
VFA mixture AE SBR 1 8.5 2 25 7.5 100:5.5:1.5a n.a. [20] 
VFA mixture 
and Lactate AE SBR 1 12.75 2 25 7.5 100:6.6:1.2
a
 17 [50] 
VFA mixture 
and Lactate AE SBR 1 8.5-31.25 2 25 7.5 100:4-7:0.7-1.4
a
 9.5-52.5 [51] 
Acetate AE SBR 4 n.a. 4 20-30 7 100:2-9:0.1-1.2a 6 [52] 
Acetate AE SBR 0.5-4 n.a. 4 20 7 
100:2-16:-b 
Cmmol/Nmmol/Pmmol 
5-68 [53] 
VFA mixture AE SBR 1 8.5-40.8 0.42-2 25 7.5 100:5.5:1.5a 17-64 [54] 
VFA mixture AE SBR 1 8.5 2 25 7.5-9.5 100:5.5:1.5a 19-22 [55] 
Acetate AE SBR 1 2.25 Cmmol/L d 
1-18 20-30 7 100:6:1.5a 4-16.5 [56] 
Acetate AE SBR 8 n.a. 5 20 n.c. 100:2-12:2a-c n.a. [57] 
VFA mixture AE SBR 1 8.5 3-8 25 7.5 100:4.5:1.0a 19.7-28 [58] 
Glucose*** AE SBR n.a 1.5-4.5 n.a 28 7 100:5:3a n.a [59] 
Acetate, 
Glucose, Starch, 
Ethanol and 
Glutamic acid*** 
ANOX-AE SBR 6 0.6 6 25 7.5 100:3:-a - [21] 
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Acetate AN-AE SBR 10 n.a. 8 18-20 7 100:2.5-5:1a - [60] 
Municipal 
wastewater*** AE SBR 1-2 3 1.75 22.5 n.c. 100:10-12:1.5
a
 13 [14] 
Olive oil mill 
effluent AE SBR 1 8.5 2 25 7.5 100:5.5:1.5
a
 n.a. [20] 
Sugar cane 
molasses AE SBR 4 2 12 23-25 8 
100:10:1a 
Cmmol/Nmmol/Pmmol 
23 [23] 
Paper mill 
wastewater 
AE SBR 7 n.a n.a 30 7.5 n.a. n.a [24] 
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Paper Mill 
Wastewater AE SBR 2 4.5 24 30 7 100:6:1.5
a
 2-4 [25] 
Sugar cane 
molasses AE SBR 10 2.2-4.4 12 23-25 8.0 
100:8:1a 
Cmmol/Nmmol/Pmmol 
17-50 [27] 
Molasses AE SBR 10 
0.09 
Cmmol/L d 
12 23-25 8-9 100:8:1
a
 
Cmmol/Nmmol/Pmmol 
24 [29] 
Olive oil mill 
effluent AE SBR 1 2.4-8.4 6 25 7.5 100:3:1
a
 10-24 [31] 
Hardwood spent 
sulfite liquor 
(HSSL) from 
pulp industry*** 
AE SBR 5 4.2 12 n.c. n.c. 100:4.5:1.5a 42 [38] 
Glycerol*** AE SBR 2 8.6 24 30 7.0 100:6.5:4.5a 8 [44] 
Sugar cane 
molasses CSTR
*
 in series 10 n.a. n.a. 23-25 8.0 100:8:1
a
 
Cmmol/Nmmol/Pmmol 
50-22.4 [61] 
Sewage and 
primary sludge 
reject water 
ANOX-AE SBR 12-15 0.7-1.4 6 21-27 n.a. 100:12-25:-a - [62] 
ANOX-AE SBR 16 0.3-0.5 6.5 Wastewater 
from sugar 
factory*** 
ANOX-AE 
MBBR** SBR 4-6 0.3-0.9 
8 25 
7.5 
100:11:-a - [15] 
Sugar cane 
molasses AN-AE SBR 10 
47.4 
Cmmol/L d 
8 30 7.7 100:3:1
a
 
Cmmol/Nmmol/Pmmol 
- [28] 
 
Municipal 
wastewater*** 
AN-AE SBR 5 n.a. 24 18 8-9 n.a. - [33] 
n.c.: not controlled, n.a.: not available, anutrient excess, bcarbon or nitrogen limited culture, cnitrogen limited culture 
*Continuous Stirred Tank Reactor; **Moving Bed Bioreactor; ***Not fermented 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
Table 3. Typical storage performance for accumulation step in the three-step process. Most data refer to lab-scale investigation (for the simplest 
case of acetate conversion into PHB, 1.0 Cmmol/Cmmol corresponds to 1.12 gCOD/gCOD) 
Carbon Source Feeding strategy 
C/Nutrient  
mass ratio 
(COD:N:P) 
PHA content  
(gPHA/gVSS) 
Storage yield  
YP/Sbatch  
(COD/COD) 
Storage rate  
qPbatch  
(gCOD/gCOD h) 
PHA 
Productivity 
(gPHA/L h) 
References 
VFA mixture Batch regimen  100:0.08:-  (Cmmol/Nmmol) n.a. 
0.62 
(CmmolPHA/CmmolVFA) 
0.37 
(Cmmol/Cmmol h) 0.86 [26] 
VFA mixture 
and Lactate Batch regimen 100:4.8:1 n.a. 0.05-0.45 0.02-0.65 0.01-0.25* [51] 
Acetate Batch regimen 100:0:0.1-1.2 0.69-0.89 n.a. 2.10-3-30 (Cmmol/Cmmol h) 0.11-0.20 [52] 
VFA mixture Batch regimen 100:4.8:1 0.23-0.34 0.16-0.32 n.a. 0.07-0.12* [54] 
VFA mixture Batch regimen 100:4.8:1 0.24-0.38 0.27-0.32 n.a. n.a. [55] 
Acetate Batch regimen  100:2-12:2 0.38-0.43 0.51-0.69 0.24-0.34 0.43-0.61 [57] 
VFA mixture Batch regimen 100:0.08:- 0.14-0.51 0.06-0.53 0.034-0.216 0.01-0.07* [58] 
Glucose Batch regimen 100:2.2-6.6:1.1-3.3 0.38-0.54 n.a. n.a. 0.02-0.03 [59] 
Acetate Batch regimen 100:0-5:0.1-1.0 0.12-0.59 n.a. 57-255 0.16-0.78 [60] 
Acetate  Batch regimen 100:0-9.8:- (Cmmol/Nmmol) 0.18-0.67 0.37-0.83 n.a. n.a. [76] 
VFA mixture 
and Lactate Batch regimen 100:4.8:1 n.a. 0.04-0.55 0.02-0.60 0.03-0.28* [77] 
VFA mixture Fed-batch (multi-spike) n.a. 0.52 0.62 
0.32 
(Cmmol/Cmmol h) 0.46 [23] 
VFA mixture Fed-batch  (feed on demand) 100:1-12:0.05-7 0.17-0.39 0.25-0.27 n.a. 0.02-0.06 [14] 
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VFA mixture Fed-batch  (feed on demand) 100:8-10:1.5 0.13-0.29 
0.18-0.44 
(CmmolPHA/CmmolVFA) 
0.04-0.15 
(Cmmol/Cmmol h) 
3-10 
CmolPHA/L h 
[35] 
 Acetate Fed-batch  (feed on demand) 100:0-5:0-1.5 0.15-0-79 0.10-0.53 0.14-0.31 n.a. [78] 
Olive Oil Mill 
Wastewater Batch regimen  n.a. 0.80 0.35 0.16 n.a. [20] 
Paper Mill 
Wastewater Batch regimen  100:0.03-4.7:0-1.9 
0.43-0.48 
(gPHA/gTSS) 0.33-0.67 
0.046-0.056  
(Cmmol/Cmmol h) 0.09-0.13 [24] 
Paper Mill 
Wastewater Batch regimen 100:0:1.2 0.77-0.84 0.80 n.a. n.a. [25] 
Sugar Cane 
Molasses Batch regimen  
100:0.09-7.4:-  
(Cmmol/Nmmol) n.a. 
0.44-0.62 
(CmmolPHA/CmmolVFA) 
0.12-0.28 
(Cmmol/Cmmol h) 0.42-0.96 [26] 
Sugar Cane 
Molasses Batch regimen  
100:0.03-0.5:-  
(Cmmol/Nmmol) 0.33-0.61 
0.66-84 
(CmmolPHA/CmmolVFA) 
0.13-0.30 
(Cmmol/Cmmol h) 0.13-0.46 [27] 
Municipal 
Wastewater Batch regimen n.a. 0.53 n.a. n.a. n.a. [33] 
Excess Sludge Batch regimen 100:3:0.4 0.57 n.a. 0.31 0.31 [34] 
Kraft Mill 
Wastewater Batch regimen 100:1:0.2
a
 0.26-0.30 0.10-0.14 3.0-4.6 0.015-0.023 [39] 
Molasses Fed-batch (multi-spike) n.a. 0.56 0.85 
0.17 
(Cmmol/Cmmol h) 0.37 
Cheese Whey Fed-batch (multi-spike) n.a. 0.65 0.67 
0.30 
(Cmmol/Cmmol h) 0.56 
Cheese Whey 
and Molasses 
Fed-batch 
(multi-spike) n.a. 0.40 0.63 
0.15 
(Cmmol/Cmmol h) 0.15 
[23] 
Sugar Cane 
Molasses 
Fed-batch  
(multi-spikes) n.a. 0.32-0.37 
0.94-1.0  
(CmmolPHA/CmmolVFA) 
0.306-0.654 
(Cmmol/Cmmol h) n.a. [28] 
Molasses Fed-batch  (multi-spike) 
100:6.7-7.5:-  
(Cmmol/Nmmol) 0.57-0.58 
0.57–0.71 
CmmolPHA/CmmolVFA   
n.a. 6.0-10.8 [29] 
Olive Oil Mill 
Wastewater 
Fed-batch  
(multi-spike) 100:2:- 0.30 0.45 0.13 0.06 [31] 
Waste Activated 
Sludge 
Fed-batch 
(feed on demand) 100:10:4.5-6.0 0.27-0.38 0.25-0.38 n.a. 0.10-0.14 [14] 
Waste Activated 
Sludge 
Fed-batch 
(feed on demand) 100:8-10:1.5 
0.08-0.19 
(gPHA/gTSS) 
0.07–0.36 
CmmolPHA/CmmolVFA   
0.10 
(Cmmol/Cmmol h) 
6-11  
CmolPHA/L h 
[35] 
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Beet process 
water 
Fed-batch  
(feed on demand) 200:2:0.1 0.24 0.33 0.038 n.a. [15] 
 Whey Permeate Fed-batch  (feed on demand) 100:0-7:0-0.8 0.56-0.63 0.41-0.52 0.24-0.30 n.a. [78] 
n.a.: not available; *calculated based on the two aerobic stages 
 
 
 
 
Table 4. PHA yields on substrate in the three-step MMC process 
Accumulation step 
Overall  
three-step 
process Feedstock Max PHA 
content 
(gPHA/gVSS) 
Storage yield 
(COD/COD) 
Storage yield 
(COD/COD) 
Reference 
Mars candy factory 
wastewaters 0.70 n.a. 0.30 [16] 
n.a. 0.35 0.11 [20] Olive oil mill 
wastewater 0.30 0.45 0.17 [31] 
0.48 
(gPHA/gTSS) 0.49 0.19 [24] Paper mill wastewater 
0.77 0.75 0.41 [25] 
Sugar cane molasses 0.75 0.86 0.23 [27] 
Theoretical analysis 0.70 0.82 0.42 [81] 
n.a. not available 
 
